Feature selection, in the context of machine learning, is the process of separating the highly predictive feature from those that might be irrelevant or redundant. Information theory has been recognized as a useful concept for this task, as the prediction power stems from the correlation, i.e., the mutual information, between features and labels. Many algorithms for feature selection in the literature have adopted the Shannon-entropy-based mutual information. In this paper, we explore the possibility of using Rényi min-entropy instead. In particular, we propose an algorithm based on a notion of conditional Rényi min-entropy that has been recently adopted in the field of security and privacy, and which is strictly related to the Bayes error. We prove that in general the two approaches are incomparable, in the sense that we show that we can construct datasets on which the Rényi-based algorithm performs better than the corresponding Shannon-based one, and datasets on which the situation is reversed. In practice, however, when considering datasets of real data, it seems that the Rényi-based algorithm tends to outperform the other one. We have effectuate several experiments on the BASE-HOCK, SEMEION, and GISETTE datasets, and in all of them we have indeed observed that the Rényi-based algorithm gives better results.
Introduction
Machine learning has made huge advances in recent years and is having an increasing impact on many aspects of everyday life, as well as on industry, science and medicine. Its power, with respect to traditional programming, relies on the capability of acquiring knowledge from experience, and more specifically, learning from data samples.
Machine learning has actually been around for quite some time: the term was coined by Arthur Samuel in 1959. The reason for the recent rapid expansion is primarily due to the huge amount of data that are being collected and made available, and the increased computing power, accessible at an affordable price, to process these data.
As the size of available datasets is becoming larger, both in terms of samples and in terms of number of features of the data, it becomes more important to keep the dimensionality of the data under control and to identify the "best" features on which to focus the learning process. This is crucial to avoid an explosion of the training complexity, improve the accuracy of the prediction, and provide a better understanding of the model. Several papers in the literature of machine learning have considered this problem, including [4, 5, 7, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 25, 29] , to mention a few.
The known methods for reducing the dimensionality can be divided in two categories: those which transform the feature space by reshaping the original features into new ones (feature extraction), and those which select a subset of the features (feature selection). The second category can in turn be divided in three groups: the wrapper, the embedded, and the filter methods. The last group has the advantage of being classifierindependent, more robust with respect to the risk of overfitting, and more amenable to a principled approach. In particular, several proposals for feature selection have successfully applied concepts and techniques from information theory [3, 4, 5, 14, 23, 29, 30] .
In this paper we focus on the filter method for classifiers, namely for machines that are trained to classify samples on the basis of their features. A typical example in the medical world is a predictor of the type of illness (class) given a set of symptoms (features). Another example in image recognition is a machine identifying a person (class) given the physical characteristics (features) visible in a picture. In this context, the information-theoretic approaches to feature selection are based on the idea that the larger the correlation between the selected set of features and the classes is, the more the classification task is likely to be correct. The problem of feature selection corresponds therefore to identifying a set of features as small as possible, whose mutual information with the classes is above a certain threshold. Equivalently, since the entropy of the classes is fixed, the goal can also be formulated in terms of the conditional entropy (aka residual entropy) of the classification given the set of features. Note that such residual entropy represents the uncertainty on the correct classification of a sample once we know the values of its selected features. Hence the goal is to select the smallest set of features that reduce the uncertainty of the classification to an acceptable level.
More formally, the problem of feature selection can be stated as follows: given random variables F and C, modeling respectively a set of features and a set of classes 3 , find a minimum-size subset S ⊆ F such that the conditional entropy of C given S is below a certain threshold. Namely:
where h is the given threshold, |S | is the number of elements of S , and H(C | S ) is the conditional Shannon entropy of C given F . All the information-theoretic approaches to feature selection that have been proposed are based, as far as we know, on Shannon entropy, with the notable exception of [13] that considered the Rényi entropies H α , where α is a parameter ranging over all the positive reals and ∞. In this paper we explore the particular case of H ∞ , called (Rényi) min-entropy, we develop an approach to feature selection based on min-entropy, and we compare it with the one based on Shannon entropy. Our approach and analysis actually depart significantly from [13] ; the differences with that work will be explained in Section 6.
The starting point for an approach based on the min-entropy is, naturally, to replace the conditional entropy in (1) by conditional min-entropy. Now, Rényi did not define the conditional version of his entropies, but there have been various proposals for it, in particular those by Arimoto [2] , Sibson [26] , Csiszár [10] , and Cachin [6] . The variant that we consider here is the one by Arimoto [2] , which in the case α = ∞ has recently become popular in security thanks to Geoffrey Smith, who showed that it corresponds to the operational model of one-try attack [27] . More specifically, Arimoto / Smith conditional min entropy captures the (converse of) the probability of error of a rational attacker who knows the probability distributions and tries to infer a secret from some correlated observables. "Rational" here means that the attacker will try to minimize the expected probability of error, by selecting the secret with highest posterior probability. Note the similarity with the classification problem, where the machine chooses a class (secret) on the basis of the features (observables), trying to minimize the expected probability of classification error (misclassification). It is therefore natural to investigate the potentiality of this notion in the context of feature selection. Note that, since we assume that the attacker is rational and knows the probability distributions, the attacker is the Bayes attacker and, correspondingly, the classifier is the (ideal) Bayes classifier. The probability of misclassification is therefore the Bayes error.
By replacing the Shannon entropy H with the Rényi min-entropy H ∞ , the problem described in (1) becomes:
where H ∞ (C | S ) is the conditional min-entropy of C given F . Because of the correspondence between H ∞ (· | ·) and the Bayes error, we can interpret (2) as stating that S is the minimal set of features for which the (ideal) Bayes classifier achieves the desired level of accuracy.
Contribution
The contribution of this paper is the following:
-We formalize an approach to feature selection based on Rényi min-entropy.
-We show that the problem of selecting the optimal set of features w.r.t. min-entropy, namely the S that satisfies (2), is NP-hard. -We propose an iterative greedy strategy of linear complexity to approximate the optimal subset of features w.r.t. min-entropy. This strategy starts from the empty set, and adds a new feature at each step until we achieve the desired level of accuracy. -We show that our strategy is locally optimal, namely, at every step the new set of features is the optimal one among those that can be obtained from the previous one by adding only one feature. (This does not imply, however, that the final result is globally optimal.) -We compare our approach with that based on Shannon entropy, and we prove a negative result: neither of the two approaches is better than the other in all cases. -We compare the two approaches experimentally, using the BASEHOCK, SEMEION, and GISETTE datasets. Despite the above incomparability result, the Rényi-based algorithm turns out to give better results in all these experiments.
Plan of the paper
In next section we recall some preliminary notions about information theory. In Section 3 we formulate the problem of feature-minimization and prove that it is NP-hard. In Section 4 we propose a linear greedy algorithm to approximate the solution, and we compare it with the analogous formulation in terms of Shannon entropy. In Section 5 we show evaluations of our and Shannon-based algorithms on various datasets. In Section 6 we discuss related work. Section 7 concludes.
Preliminaries
In this section we briefly review some basic notions from probability and information theory. We refer to [9] for more details. Let X, Y be discrete random variables with respectively n and m possible values: X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } and Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m }. Let p X (·) and p Y (·) indicate the probability distribution associated to X and Y respectively, and let p Y,X (·, ·) and p Y |X (·|·) indicate the joint and the conditional probability distributions, respectively. Namely, p Y,X (x, y) represents the probability that X = x and Y = y, while p Y |X (y|x) represents the probability that Y = y given that X = x. For simplicity, when clear from the context, we will omit the subscript, and write for instance p(x) instead of p X (x).
Conditional and joint probabilities are related by the chain rule p(x, y) = p(x) p(y|x), from which (by the commutativity of p(x, y)) we can derive the Bayes theorem:
The Rényi entropies ( [24] ) are a family of functions representing the uncertainty associated to a random variable. Each Rényi entropy is characterized by a non-negative real number α (order), with α = 1, and is defined as
If p(·) is uniform then all the Rényi entropies are equal to log |X|. Otherwise they are weakly decreasing in α. Shannon and Rényi min-entropy are particular cases:
Let H 1 (X, Y ) represent the joint entropy X and Y . Shannon conditional entropy of X given Y is the average residual entropy of X once Y is known, and it is defined as
(4)
Shannon mutual information of X and Y represents the correlation of information between X and Y , and it is defined as
It is possible to show that I 1 (X; Y ) ≥ 0, with I 1 (X; Y ) = 0 iff X and Y are independent, and that I 1 (X; Y ) = I 1 (Y ; X). Finally, Shannon conditional mutual information is defined as:
As for Rényi conditional min-entropy, we use the version of [27] :
This definition closely corresponds to the Bayes error, i.e., the expected error when we try to guess X once we know Y , formally defined as
Rényi mutual information is defined as:
It is possible to show that I ∞ (X; Y ) ≥ 0, and that I ∞ (X; Y ) = 0 if X and Y are independent (the reverse is not necessarily true). Contrary to Shannon mutual information, I ∞ is not symmetric. Rényi conditional mutual information is defined as
3 Formulation of the problem and its complexity
In this section we state formally the problem of finding a minimal set of features that satisfies a given bound on the classification's accuracy, and then we show that the problem is NP-hard. More precisely, we are interested in finding a minimal set with respect to which the posterior Rényi min-entropy of the classification is bounded by a given value. We recall that the posterior Rényi min-entropy is equivalent to the Bayes classification error. The corresponding problem for Shannon entropy is well studied in the literature of feature selection, and its NP-hardness is a folk theorem in the area. However for the sake of comparing it with the case of Rényi min-entropy, we restate it here in the same terms as for the latter.
In the following, F stands for the set of all features, and C for the random variable that takes value in the set of classes.
Definition 1 (MIN-SET).
Let h be a non-negative real. The minimal-set problems for Shannon entropy and for Rényi min-entropy are defined as the problems of determining the set of features S such that
We now show that the above problems are NP-hard
Proof. Consider the following decisional problem MIN-FEATURES: Let X be a set of examples, each of which is composed of a a binary value specifying the value of the class and a vector of binary values specifying the values of the features. Given a number n, determine whether or not there exists some feature set S such that:
-S is a subset of the set of all input features.
-S has cardinality n.
-There exists no two examples in X that have identical values for all the features in S but have different class values.
In [11] it is shown that MIN-FEATURES is NP-hard by reducing to it the VERTEX-COVER problem, which is known to be NP-complete [17] . We recall that the VERTEX-COVER problem problem may be stated as the following question: given a graph G with vertices V and edges E, is there a subset V of V , of size m, such that each edge in E is connected to at least one vertex in V ? To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that we can reduce MIN-FEATURES to MIN-SET 1 and MIN-SET ∞ . Set h = 0, and let
where α = 1 or α = ∞. Note that for both values of α, H α (C | S) = 0 means that the uncertainty about C is 0 once we know the value of all features in S, and this is possible only if there exists no two examples in that have identical values for all the features in S but have different class values. Hence to answer MIN-FEATURES it is sufficient to check whether |S| ≤ m or |S| > m.
Given that the problem is NP-hard, there is no "efficient" algorithm (unless P = NP) for computing exactly the minimal set of features S satisfying the bound on the accuracy. It is however possible to compute efficiently an approximation of it, as we will see in next section, where we propose a linear "greedy" algorithm which computes an approximation of the minimal S.
Our proposed algorithm
Let F be the set of features at our disposal, and let C be random variable ranging on the set of classes. Our algorithm is based on forward feature selection and dependency maximization: it constructs a monotonically increasing sequence {S t } t≥0 of subsets of F , and, at each step, the subset S t+1 is obtained from S t by adding the next feature in order of importance (i.e., the informative contribution to classification), taking into account the information already provided by S t . The measure of the "order of importance" is based on conditional min-entropy. The construction of the sequence is assumed to be done interactively with a test on the accuracy achieved by the current subset, using one or more classifiers. This test will provide the stopping condition: once we obtain the desired level of accuracy, the algorithm stops and gives as result the current subset S T . Of course, achieving a level of accuracy
Definition 2. The series {S t } t≥0 and {f t } t≥1 are inductively defined as follows:
The algorithms in [5] and [29] are analogous, except that they use Shannon entropy. They also define f t+1 based on the maximization of mutual information instead of the minimization of conditional entropy, but this is irrelevant. In fact
Our algorithm is locally optimal, in the sense stated by the following proposition. 
, for every f ∈ F . From (7) we then obtain
Using the Bayes theorem (2), we get
Then, from the definition (8) we deduce
In the following sections we analyze some extended examples to illustrate how the algorithm works, and also compare it with the ones of [5] and [29] .
An example in which Rényi min-entropy gives a better feature selection than Shannon entropy
Let us consider the dataset in Fig. 1 , containing ten records labeled each by a different class, and characterized by six features (columns f 1 , . . . , f 5 ). We note that f 0 separates the classes in two sets of four and six elements respectively, while all the other columns are characterized by having two values, each of which univocally identify one class, while the third value is associated to all the remaining classes. For instance, in column f 1 value A univocally identifies the record of class 0, B univocally identifies the record of class 1, and all the other records have the same value along that column, i.e. C. The last five features combined are necessary and sufficient ton completely identify all classes, without the need of the first one. Note of the last five features can be replaced by f 0 for this purpose. In fact, each pair of records which are separated by one of the features f 1 , . . . , f 5 , have the same value in column f 0 .
Class f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5
If we apply the discussed feature selection method and we look for the feature that minimizes H(C|f i ) for i ∈ {0, . . . , 5} we obtain that:
-The first feature selected with Shannon is f 0 , in fact H 1 (C|f 0 ) ≈ 2.35 and H 1 (C|f =0 ) = 2.4.
(The notation f =0 stands for any of the f i 's except f 0 .) In general, indeed, with Shannon entropy the method tends to choose a feature which splits the Classes in a way as balanced as possible. The situation after the selection of the feature f 0 is shown in Fig. 2(a) . -The first feature selected with Rényi min-entropy is either f 1 or f 2 or f 3 or f 4 or f 5 , in fact H ∞ (C|f 0 ) ≈ 2.32 and H ∞ (C|f =0 ) ≈ 1.74. In general, indeed, with Rényi min-entropy the method tends to choose a feature which divides the classes in as many sets as possible. The situation after the selection of f 1 is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
Going ahead with the algorithm, with Shannon entropy we will select one by one all the other features, and as already discussed we will need all of them to completely identify all classes. Hence at the end the method with Shannon entropy will return all the six features (to achieve perfect classification). On the other hand, with Rényi min entropy we will select all the remaining features except f 0 to obtain the perfect discrimination. In fact, at any stage the selection of f 0 would allow to split the remaining classes in at most two sets, while any other feature not yet considered will split the remaining classes in three sets. As already hinted, with Rényi we choose the feature that allows to split the remaining classes in the highest number of sets, hence we never select f 0 . For instance, if we have already selected f 1 , we have H ∞ (C|f 1 f 0 ) ≈ 1.32 while Fig. 3 .
At the end, the selection of features using Rényi entropy will determine the progressive splitting represented in Fig. 4 . The order of selection is not important: this particular example is conceived so that the features f 1 , . . . , f 5 can be selected in any order, the residual entropy is always the same.
Discussion It is easy to see that, in this example, the algorithm based on Rényi minentropy gives a better result not only at the end, but also at each step of the process. Namely, at step t (cfr. Definition 2) the set S t of features selected with Rényi minentropy gives a better classification (i.e., more accurate) than the set S t that would be selected using Shannon entropy. More precisely, we have B(C | S t ) < B(C | S t ).
In fact, as discussed above the set S t contains necessarily the feature f 0 , while S t does not. Let S t−1 be the set of features selected at previous step with Rényi minentropy, and f t the feature selected at step t (namely, S t−1 = S t \ {f t }). As argued above, the order of selection of the features f 1 , . . . , f 5 is irrelevant, hence we have B(C | S t−1 ) = B(C | S t \ {f 0 }) and the algorithm could equivalently have selected S t \{f 0 }. As argued above, the next feature to be selected, with Rényi, must be different from f 0 . Hence by Proposition 1, and by the fact that the order of selection of f 1 , . . . ,
As a general observation, we can see that the method with Shannon tends to select the feature that divides the classes in sets (one for each value of the feature) as balanced as possible, while our method tends to select the feature that divides the classes in as many sets as possible, regardless of the sets being balanced or not. In general, both Shannon-based and Rényi-based methods try to minimize the height of the tree representing the process of the splitting of the classes, but the first does it by trying to produce a tree as balanced as possible, while the second one tries to do it by producing a tree as wide as possible. Which of the method is best, it depends on the correlation of the features. Shannon works better when there are enough uncorrelated (or not much correlated) features, so that the tree can be kept balanced while being constructed. Next section shows an example of such situation. Rényi, on the contrary, is not so sensitive to correlation and can work well also when the features are highly correlated, as it was the case in the example of this section.
The experimental results in Section 5 show that, at least in the cases we have considered, our method outperforms the one based on Shannon entropy. In general however the two methods are incomparable, and perhaps a good practice would be to construct both sequences at the same time, so to obtain the best result of the two. Fig. 5 . Because of space restriction we have omitted the computations, the interested reader can find them in the report version of this paper [21] . At step 3 one of the possible outcomes of the algorithm based on Shannon is the set of features S 3 and one of the possible outcomes of the algorithm based on Rényi is S 3 ∞ = {f 1 , f 2 , f i } where i can be, equivalently, 3 or 4. At this point the method with Shannon can stop, since the residual Shannon entropy of the classification is H 1 (C | S 3 1 ) = 0, and also the Bayes error is B(C | S 3 1 ) = 0, which is the optimal situation in the sense that the classification is completely accurate. S 3 ∞ on the contrary does not contain enough features to give a completely accurate classification, for that we have to make a further step. We can see that S 4 ∞ = F , and finally we have H ∞ (C | S 4 ∞ ) = 0. Thus in this particular example we have that for small values of the threshold on the accuracy our method gives better results. On the other hand, if we want to achieve perfect accuracy (threshold 0) Shannon gives better results.
Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the method for feature selection that we have proposed, and we compare it with the one based on Shannon entropy by [5] and [29] .
To evaluate the effect of feature selection, some classification methods have to be trained and tested on the selected data. We used two different methods to avoid the dependency of the result on a particular algorithm. We chose two widely used classifiers: the Support Vector Machines (SVM) and the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
Even though the two methods are very different, they have in common that their efficiency is highly dependent on the choice of certain parameters. Therefore, it is worth spending some effort to identify the best values. Furthermore, we should take into account that the particular paradigm of SVM we chose only needs 2 parameters to be set, while for ANN the number of parameters increases (at least 4).
It is very important to choose values as robust as possible for the parameters. It goes without saying that the strategy used to pick the best parameter setting should be the same for both Shannon entropy and Rényi min-entropy. On the other hand for SVM and ANN we used two different hyper-parameter tuning algorithms, given that the number and the nature of the parameters to be tuned for those classifiers is different.
In the case of SVM we tuned the cost parameter of the objective function for margin maximization (C-SVM) and the parameter which models the shape of the RBF kernel's bell curve (γ). Grid-search and Random-search are quite time demanding algorithms for the hyper-parameter tuning task but they're also widely used and referenced in literature when it comes to SVM. Following the guidelines in [8] and [22] , we decided to use Grid-search, which is quite suitable when we have to deal with only two parameters. In particular we performed Grid-search including a 10 folds CV step.
Things are different with ANN because many more parameters are involved and some of them change the topology of the network itself. Among the various strategies to attack this problem we picked Bayesian Optimization [28] . This algorithm combines steps of extensive search for a limited number of settings before inferring via Gaussian Processes (GP) which is the best setting to try next (with respect to the mean and variance and compared to the best result obtained in the last iteration of the algorithm). In particular we tried to fit the best model by optimizing the following parameters:
number of hidden layers number of hidden neurons in each layer learning rate for the gradient descent algorithm size of batches to update the weight on network connections number of learning epochs
To this purpose, we included in the pipeline of our code the Spearmint Bayesian optimization codebase. Spearmint, whose theoretical bases are explained in [28] , calls repeatedly an objective function to be optimized. In our case the objective function contained some tensorflow machine learning code which run a 10 folds CV over a dataset and the objective was to maximize the accuracy of validation. The idea was to obtain a model able to generalize as much as possible using only the selected features before testing on a dataset which had never been seen before.
We had to decide the stopping criterion, which is not provided by Spearmint itself. For the sake of simplicity we decided to run it for a time lapse which has empirically been proven to be sufficient in order to obtain results meaningful for comparison. A possible improvement would be to keep running the same test (with the same number of features) for a certain amount of time without resetting the computation history of the package and only stop testing a particular configuration if the same results is output as the best for k iterations in a row (for a given k).
Another factor, not directly connected to the different performances obtained with different entropies, but which is important for the optimization of ANN, is the choice of the activation functions for the layers of neurons. In our work we have used ReLU for all layers because it is well known that it works well for this aim, it is easy to compute (the only operation involved is the max) and it avoids the sigmoid saturation issue.
Experiments
As already stated, at the i-th step of the feature selection algorithm we consider all the features which have already been selected in the previous i − 1 step(s). For the sake of limiting the execution time, we decided to consider only the first 50 selected features with both metrics. We tried our pipeline on the following datasets:
-BASEHOCK dataset: 1993 instances, 4862 features, 2 classes. This dataset has been obtained from the 20 newsgroup original dataset.Accuracy Shannon Accuracy minEntropy We implemented a bootstrap procedure (5 iterations on each dataset) to shuffle data and make sure that the results do not depend on the particular split between training, validation and test set. Each one of the 5 bootstrap iterations is a new and unrelated experimental run. For each one of them a different training-test sets split was taken into account. Features were selected analyzing the training set (the test set has never been taken into account for this part of the work). After the feature selection was executed according to both Shannon and Rényi min-entropy, we considered all the selected features adding one at each time. So, for each bootstrap iteration we had 50 steps, and in each step we added one of the selected features, we performed hyper-parameter tuning with 10 folds CV, we trained the model with the best parameters on the whole training set and we tested it on the test set (which the model had never seen so far). This procedure was performed both for SVM and ANN.
We computed the average performances over the 5 iterations and the results are in Figures 6, 7, and 8 . In all cases the feature selection method using Rényi min-entropy usually gave better results than Shannon, especially with the BASEHOCK dataset.Accuracy Shannon Accuracy minEntropy Fig. 8 . Accuracy of the ANN and SVM classifiers on the SEMEION dataset
Related works
In the last two decades, due to the growing interest for machine learning, much research effort has been devoted to the feature reduction problem, and several methods have been proposed. In this section we discuss those closely related to our work, namely those which are based on information theory. For a more complete overview we refer to [4] , [29] and [5] .
The approach most related to our proposal is that of [5] and [29] , which differ from ours in that it uses Shannon entropy instead than Rényi min entropy. We have discussed and compared their method with ours in the technical body of this paper.
As far as we know, in the context of feature selection Rényi min-entropy has only been considered by [13] (although in the experiments they only show results for other Rényi entropies). The notion of conditional Rényi min-entropy they use, however, is that of [6] , which formalizes it along the lines of conditional Shannon entropy. Namely, the conditional min-entropy of X given Y is defined in [6] as the expected value of the entropy of X for each given value of Y . Such definition, however, violates the monotonicity principle: knowing the value of Y may increase the entropy of X instead of decreasing it. It is clear, therefore, that basing a method on this notion of entropy could lead to strange results.
Two key concepts that have been widely used are relevance and redundancy. Relevance refers to the importance for the classification of the feature under consideration at time t, f t , and it is in general modeled as I(C; f t ), where I is the Shannon mutual information. Redundancy represents how much the information of f t is already covered by S, and it is often modeled as I(S; f t ). In general, we want to maximize relevance and minimize redundancy.
One of the first algorithms ever implemented was the MIFS algorithm proposed by [3] , based on a greedy strategy. At the first step it selects f 1 = argmax fi∈F I(C; f i ), and at step t it selects f t = argmax fi∈F \S t-1 [I(C; f i ) − β fs∈S t-1 I(f s ; f i )] where β is a parameter that controls the weight of the redundancy part.
The mRMR approach (redundancy minimization and relevance maximization) proposed by [23] is based on the same strategy as MIFS. However the redundancy term is now substituted by its mean over the elements of the subset S so to avoid its value to grow when new attributes are selected.
A common issue with these two methods is that they do not take into account the conditional mutual information I(C; f t | S) for the choice of the next feature to be selected. As a consequence, it may happen that a feature f t has a high correlation with some other feature in the set S of features already chosen, but, if I(C; f t ) is high, f t may still be selected despite the fact that it is highly redundant.
More recent algorithms involve the ideas of joint mutual entropy I(C; f i , S) (JMI, [4] ) and conditional mutual entropy I(C; f i | S) (CMI, [14] ). The step for choosing the next feature with JMI is f t = argmax fi∈F \S t-1 min fs∈S t-1 I(C; f i , f s ) , while with CMI is f t = argmax fi∈F \S t-1 min fs∈S t-1 I(C; f i | f s ) . In both cases the already selected features are taken into account one by one when compared to the new feature f t . In [30] the following correlation between JMI and CMI was proved: 
Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a method for feature selection based on a notion of conditional Rényi min-entropy. Although our method is in general incomparable with the corresponding one based on Shannon entropy, in the experiments we performed it turned out that our methods always achieved better results.
As future work, we plan to compare our proposal with other information-theoretic methods for feature selection. In particular, we plan to investigate the application of other notions of entropy which are the state-of-the-art in security and privacy, like the notion of g-vulnerability [1] , which seems promising for its flexibility and capability to represent a large spectrum of possible classification strategies.
